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Purpose of the research
The purpose of this research is to investigate the question:
What should be the variation in the realistic score expectation of
a golfer on any given day according to his current abilities?
Furthermore, this research aims to better understand those
variations and introduce the notion of “SwingScore” versus
“RealScore” (CaddiePlayer, 2013) and to demonstrate that the
Swing Abilities (Green in Regulation) set the average score and
that the Short Game and even more so the Putting performance
make up for a +4/-4 variation score and as a result set the “4
Shots Rule” as a more realistic outcome.

Method
Events and Objectives
1. In 1993, after his playing career (that had been stopped by an almost deadly bicycle accident)
Karim El Baradie was asked by the Swiss PGA to organise tournaments for the pro assistants
and to coach them with their games. In 1996, he was asked by the Swiss Golf Association
(ASG) to present a subject on golf statistics at the annual meeting of the junior captains at the
national Sports Centre in Magglingen. He watched the assistant professionals struggle with
their scoring and not shooting the scores they expected. He then looked at the numbers in his
computer and investigated if he could find something about score expectance. He then
arbitrarily looked at the numbers +4 to -4 of to the average score and was very surprised to
find out that all players he had analysed had very close to 80% of their scores in this bracket.
2. In 2009, Stéphane Barras was appointed to coach Chinese First European Tour Winner
Zhang Lian Wei. Because of language barrier he developed a specific Statistics chart. The
following year, Stephane Barras was sent to the Olympic Chinese Centre in Haigeng to assist
junior programmes and started further research about performance as he was the coach of
the most famous Chinese Golfer off all time (Zhang Lian Wei), had open access to extensive
resources and players including Guan Tian Lang (youngest player to ever qualify the Masters
2013) Li Hao Tong (youngest Chinese player to turn professional at 16 years old). To better
assist he developed the concept of “RealScore” versus “SwingScore” and in parallel used the
El Baradie +4/-4 rule.
Participants and Resources
A) 395 rounds from PGA and European Tour Players: 2009 Season.
B) 186 rounds from CaddiePlayer.com Data Based among them: European Tour, PGA, LPGA
and LET Champions.
C) 6 rounds from Omega Dubai Ladies Masters 2015.
D) 125 rounds from the pro assistants of Switzerland class of 1996-1997.
E) 278 rounds from Karim El Baradie Four Time Swiss PGA Champion and professional player
for 9 years (1984-1992).
Measures and Procedures:


Using Excel tables entering 1030 rounds taking their respective average score as the 80 % 4
shots rule reference.
(Figure 1)

(Figure2)



Benchmark Dubai Ladies Masters 2015.
(Figure 3)

Analyse/Results
Findings/Comments from Karim El Baradie was that after looking at the overall result of all scores from
all years all levels of players it was noticed that 80% of the scores where in a range of -4/+4 from their
respective average scores. Also interesting is that in all the scores looked at (hundreds), there is only
1 score (Baradie, 1990) 10 below the average Otherwise scores of 5, 6, 7 or 8 under their respective
average are rather an exception. The scores above the average also become very seldom going
“high”.
Findings/Comments from Stéphane Barras was that after being notified about the 4 shots rules further
research has been made to better understand those variations and how to optimize them more. For
this purpose, CaddiePlayer statistics solution has set a “SwingScore” Standard calculation based on
the Green in Regulation (Riccio Rule) and by opposing Players “Real Score” versus “SwingScore” it
was noticed that putting performance was the main +4/-4 variation factor. (Benchmark Chart Figure 4)
We note that despite the data collection happening over a 19 years’ period between 1996 – 2015 the
80% 4 shots variation still applies despite the improvement of equipment, courses, technique, etc.



It is noted that the scoring average on the European Tour 2015 season range from 69,28
(Rory Mcilroy) to 73, 91 (Antonio Hortal)
On Feb. 1, 2013 Mickelson's handicap was +7.2. It has fallen to +5.2, because he broke 70 in
only eight of 20 rounds, with a low of 67. The 79 he shot came in the second round of the
Arnold Palmer Invitational, where he missed the cut. Same results for Aaron Baddeley (+4.4,
down from +6.2); Martin Kaymer (+4.6, down from +5.8); Kevin Streelman (+5.3, down from
+6.2); Paul Casey (+3.9, down from +4.6); Billy Mayfair (+3.7, down from +5.2); Chez Reavie
(+4.5 from +5.4); and Geoff Ogilvy (+4.2 from +6.2).

Conclusions
1. If handicap would be used for Tour pros, they would be between +2 and +7. (Golf Digest,
2013). The best score averages on tour being around 69, this means that the best player’s
score average is about 4 over their handicap.
2. Many amateurs seem to think, that they should play to their handicap most of the time. Most
amateurs would be surprised to find out that the tour pros also very seldom play their
handicap. Even more seldom do they play below their handicap. This is of course the result of
the pros being so good and having very low handicaps. So if the pros don´t play to their
handicap very often, why should the amateur golfers have to play to his handicap more often
than a pro?
3. Considering the 80% 4 shots rule finding, this means, that a golfer will have about eighty
percent of his scores from his handicap 8 shots higher. Playing below the handicap will rather
be “accidents”. The gap between the handicap and the average score can vary, depending on
the latest scores.
4. Dean Knuth, the Pope of Slope already showed the odds of playing the handicap or below in
his article on sandbagging. An amateur with a 6 hcp has one chance out of 5 to play his hcp
and a 15hcp has one chance out of 174 to play 5 below his handicap. Our approach shows
the players if he is in normal “territory”.
5. The reason for the scores going more above the average than below (clearly visible in the
pyramid diagram (Figure 2) could possibly be due to the golfer “giving up” on a bad day.
6. This 4 shots rule mostly applies to a golfer who has been playing at quite a high level for a
while. The new talented golfers who learn fast will be lowering their handicaps very quickly for
a short while. So their average is coming down quickly and is very difficult to determine.
7. To add the definition/description “Within My Average” as a better way to describe player
satisfaction factor.
Finally, Karim El Baradie and Stéphane Barras both realised that their respective Players/Students
have high expectations on the score they expect to shoot, according to the level they play. By making
them realize about the 4 shots rule they found that players better accepted the inevitable fact that the
score can only go up and down from day to day according to this research. 80% of the time this
variation would be around +4/-4 of their average score. So to summarize, on an average good day,
golfers can expect to score 4 shots better than their average score and on average bad day they
should accept a score 4 shots worse. Further to these findings CaddiePlayer data based has revealed
that those 4 shots variation are mainly enforced by the short game performance (putting) on that given
day.
All the scores in this study were analysed from golfers playing off single figure handicaps (assistant
professionals) or much better. Further research could be made to see if this 4 shot “rule” also applies
to higher handicappers.
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Biographies
Karim El Baradie has been a Swiss PGA member since 1982. After studying to become an engineer
in electronics, he changed his mind and decided to become a golf professional. After becoming an
assistant golf professional in 1983, he became a playing professional. At the end of his first year as a
player he won his first out of four Swiss PGA Championship titles. Other wins and one Challenge Tour
title (Interlaken Open 1988) would follow. He represented Switzerland in two World Cups (1988-1989)
and in six Dunhill Cups (1986-1991), beating Gary Player on the Old Course in 1991 (Medal-Match Play).
A serious bicycle accident in 1992 ended his playing career, and he turned to teaching. He has been
teaching golf ever since in Switzerland. He has been a member of the Swiss PGA teaching commission
for more than 10 years. From 2008 to 2013, he revived his engineering studies, and worked as an
advisor and testing machine designer/builder in a new golf technology in development.
Stéphane Barras is a member at the Crans-sur-Sierre Golf Club in Switzerland, home of the Omega
European Masters which is run by his relatives. A Swiss PGA member since 1983 and UAE PGA
member since 2007. Stephane is the author of the Golf manual “The Difference” and founder of the
Institute SBARRAS which was the first golf boarding school in Switzerland (established in 1998), he is
the developer of CaddiePlayer (2013) and the PuttZones (2015). In 2009, as a response to golf being
back in the Olympics, he was appointed first as the Coach of Zhang Lian Wei (first Chinese golfer to
play the Masters) and in 2010 the Head of Zhang Lian Wei Training Academy to Haigeng Olympic
Centre in China. In 2012, he presented his paper at the World Science Congress VI “Better
understanding putting distance perception and goals” as well as his workshop on the beginner
methodology teaching process “GolfPlow”. Now a Performance Manager, Online Coach and Golf
consultant Stephane improves putting skills (PuttZones) and course management (CaddiePlayer) to a
collection of elite golfers.
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History
The World Scientific Congress of Golf (WSCG) was initiated in St. Andrews, Scotland and held their first
WSCG meeting in 1990.
Alastair Cochran and Martin Farrally established the World Scientific Congress of Golf Trust to support
the organization through 2002. The meetings were held every four years in St. Andrews, Scotland (1990,
1994, 1998, 2002) and then in the USA, (2008, 2012) with interim (smaller) conferences held in Ireland
(1992) the USA (2001) and Australia (2014) . The mission of the WSCG is to bring together researchers,
professionals, and interested golfers in the areas of The Golfer, The Golf Course, and Equipment and
Technology. The goal of the meetings is to present the latest research information to each other and to
golf enthusiasts.
The research, keynote and invited presentations, workshops and Distinguished Speakers forum are
designed to represent innovative and diverse topics in the game of golf, similar to the game of life.
Presenters come from all over the world to share their expertise and provide a platform for discussion
to further our knowledge in the game of golf.
The World Scientific Congress of Golf is a member of the International Council of Sport Sciences.
> www.golfscience.org

